
UR ORION TEMPLE STAR GATE   

Tallil Iraqi Forces Airbase 
Complex build on a hexagram sacred 

geometry configuration. The ‘T’ moat or 

motif was said to have been given to 

Nimrod as a Masonic type construction 

tool. 

Perhaps Orion in association with the Pleiades 

and Taurus are a cosmological outline of the very 

dimensions of the Heavenly abodes of the Angles 

and the Creator Himself, YHVH. It is from Ur of 

the Chaldeans that the Bible tells the story of a 

peculiar man named Abram that lived there.  

Apparently he came from a noble and perhaps 

priestly cast that had direct involvement and 

knowledge of such Fallen Ones that perpetuated 

the worship in their occultic religious practices 

initiated by the 1st Mason, Nimrod in honor of  

Lucifer.  

Stargate of Ur 
IS Ur a center of one of 

Earth’s energy points on a 

ley-line that construes a 

possible intern-dimensional 

Stargate? 

The prior studies show with respect to this airbase is that it is fashioned after the occult hexagram that to some suggest corresponds to one of Earths’ energy ley-lines and points of convergence of space and/time, meaning a portal or Stargate properties.  

Thus what this study further suggests is that the Ziggurat of Ur, or the Temple to the Moon Goddess Nanna, or that of Isis of the Star and Crescent of the Muslims is one in the same directly associated with the worship of Lucifer, the ‘Cosmic Red Dragon’ whose 

star nebula conformation alludes to. Astonishingly, Ur is approximately 666 nautical miles to the Ka’ba box or shrine of the Moon God, Al-lah in Mecca. In turn, this ‘box’ is 666 nautical miles from the other ‘box, the Holy of Holies of the former  

Temples of YHVH on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Further intriguing is that the Ur temple to the ‘Dragon’ or Serpent is also approximately 666 miles to Jabal al Lawz or the purported real site of Mt. Sinai on the Arabian Peninsula.  

According to the Bible, it was this particular man that after  

the Flood of Noah only sought to consider the wonders and 

marvel of the cosmos perhaps and have a god-consciousness 

and thus sought after who this Creator really was that made 

Orion, the Dragon Nebula, the Pleiades and the Bear in the 

Heavenlies. The Bible declares that YHVH took note of this 

man and made a pact, a friendship to bless the whole world 

with salvation through his genetic lineage.  

Euphrates River 
Ancient dried-up river-bed  

Citadel of Ur 
The study suggests that 

ancient Ur was configured 

within an Orion stars 

alignment. 
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